CALL TO HENNA ARTISTS
APRIL 28TH, 2014
I am a face and body artist, my web site is http://www.thesparklinglady.com/ . Back when I was a
researcher and breast cosmesis specialist, I developed a henna based solution for women with breast
mastopexy and mastectomies, and women who cannot tolerate (or for religious reasons do not want) breast
tattoos for their missing nipple and areola complex.
Recently, I saw this fabulous work that hennaheals.com is doing for bald women by creating henna design
crowns, and realized that it is similar to what I wanted to see happen for women's breasts with my kit, (the
MeAgain Kit). It never took off. Basically it's because hospitals thought my cheapie little henna kit would
compete with their $750 surgical breast tattoos.
My kit was not the way. Telling other artists so that each of them knows about the need of women who lost
their breasts, THAT'S the ticket. I wasn't trying to be selfish I just didn't realize what needed to be shared.
Does this make sense to you?
It is the poorer women I want to reach and at this point, I don't care who gets to do the process. I just want
other henna artists to know the need and do it themselves with their own henna, to do it for the women out
there who have lost their femininity through cancer.
I apply henna that has lavender as it's oil to the breast, in a freehand, fairly symmetrical fashion so that the
designs match from breast to breast and is not perfectly round, but rather elongated a bit, as if a little
weighted down (that tip came from my mother who said, 'No, Eve, don't be silly, nobody's areoles are
perfectly round!'). Well, it looks great. My own surgeon couldn't believe it was henna. He asked why no
one had thought of doing that, before me. How great. As a two-time survivor with double mastectomies, I
use it all the time and my self worth and confidence are elevated as a result.
Henna artists everywhere can do that for some other woman near them.
I want other women to look in the mirror and say, Hey! It's MeAgain! There are many henna artists out
there all over the world. We ALL have henna and can do this in our own communities ourselves. If we all
just offer to do this or teach women to do this, just think how wonderful it would be.
My little efforts to sell the idea for profit was never going to work, but I just want women to have this
option TO FEEL HOW I DO,
I don't have to be involved. Just find a way to let them know so they can do it too.
Many other artists have their own henna and can easily do the simple free hand circles needed to shape the
eye-fooling nipple and areoles that will help women feel restored. That is the altruistic profit. That the
women themselves should profit. Not me at all. Using henna, discovering that this worked for me, and that
maybe other artists will do it for other women, so that they will feel like Me, Again:
What could be more profitable than that?
How can I talk to artists about using my free idea in their own communities? If you think there is a way, or
a forum somewhere, please share that info with me,.
I don't want to send breast photos so you can see the henna design at: http://www.meagainkit.com/
Thanks for reading this long note, please spread the word and if you can, please write back to me, I could
use your wisdom and encouragement.
Sincerely,
Eve Sanchez Silver
info@meagainkit.com

